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INTRODUCTION

"The secret of education," said Emerson, 011es in respecting

the pupil.11

Respecting the pupil denotes thinking of him as·an in•

dividual. who is to con tribute to his society.

This places the res

ponsibility for America's .tuture squarely on the shoulders of those

who guide the J'QUth of .America-its teachersc.
Teachers of English have an uncomnon opportunity to apply

the modern principles of guidance to those in their charge without
sacrificing in an;y degree the subject-matter domain.

It is true

that the English teacher has always given guidance in certain areas;

he bas

guided

generations of students through the intracacies of

written and oral composition, through the Ol;ympian heights of lit
erar,y appreciation, and more recently into the uncharted wildernesses
of television ap preciation, film appreciation, critical ttrlnldng, and
numerous other realms.

With the expansion of the area in which the

English teacher finds himself working in recent years, and with the
acceptance of the concept that they should teach not only' subject
matter but the whole child, English teachers have discovered that
whether they wanted to or not they were becoming teachers of guidance
as ¥ell.

It is significant that in the statement of aoutline of

Desirable O utcomes and Experiences in the Language Arts0 of the Com
mission on the English Curriculum of the National Council of Teachers

2

of Englishl the first outcome is mental and emotional stability,

and the tenth is

vocational efficiency, both very important as-

pects of the field of guidance.
This paper is

an

attempt to gather together some of the

programs in effect throughout our land in which a conscious, c arefully planned, and honestly evaluated guidance program has be en in
co rporat ed with the language arts program.

In some instances

the

effort has been statewide; in others a single gifted teacher has

opened the door to a richer, fuller life for his students by techniques

ve

A

will. view.

guidance-minded teacher will possess a basic concept of .

a guidance program.

In order to discuss the language arts, part-

icularly how literature and written expression can aid the student
in solving his problems, let us first take

an overview of what is

meant by guidance and where teachers of English can find areas of
concern in which to aid the guidance program to function effectively.

�ationa1 Council of Teachers of English, n An Outline of
Desirable Outcomes and Experiences in the Language Arts Which Will
Be Illustrated in the Curriculum Study of the National Council of
Teachers of Engl ish, n Communication No.7, (Chicago, 1950), p.1.

CHAP'l'ER

A
Definitions

PHII.OSOPHY

�

OF

I

GUIDANCE IN EDUCATION

Guidance.--The Occupational and Guidance Service of

the United States Office of Edu.cation has developed
of guidance and

an

a

definition

analysis or its structure which although 'some-

what dated, has retained acceptance

'

as

a workable summary ot the

main points in a guidance program. · They define guidance as "the
process ot acquainting the individual with various way-s in which
he may discover and use his natural endowments, in addition to
special training available from a:ny source, so that he may live,
and make a living,

to

the

best

In their Consensus

advantage to himself and

Study

Number

3, "What

to

society.n2

Do You Think About

Our School's Program of Guidance Services?11, the Illinois s·econda.ry
School Curriculum Program Committee states::

0The tenn •guidance•

lib.en EJ> plied to an area ot the total school curriculum refers to
those experiences within the school program which aid the student

in solving problems which conf'ront him {e.g. in

educational

planning,

vocational planning, etC.) and which change his responses so that he

is better adjusted as a result of appropriate choices in the solving

Service:
p.587.

2studebaker, J.W., "The Occupational Information and Guidance
A Progress Report, Occul?!tions, Vol. 171 No. 7 {April, 1939 ),
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4

of these pr0blems.n3
vide

They regard it necessary that the school pro-

these services by establishing activities which will enable

the student to.make adequate adjustments

in

the areas of orientation,

self-appraisal, educational information and planning, personal

and

social rel.a tionships, home and family relationships, and placement
and follow-up services.
Either of these definitions and analyses will serve our pu:r
pose, although some of the guidance functions mentioned
into provinces

not

will

fall

possible for the English teacher to administer.

The school must recognize these functions and provide for them elsewere in the curriculum. .
Principles

� Concepts of Chidance.-It

education and guidance
ment each other.

are

is

plainly evident that

inseparable; they supplement

and

aug-

Individual growth canno t adequately take place

without both education and guidance.

Educators who are "guidance-

minded" follow the broad p:rinciple that the school has the obliga
tien

to

provide for

all

pupils, regardless of their social or

economic status (recognizing the differences that exist
dividuals) experiences which

will

assist

telligent and satisfactory solutions

to

him

in in

arriving at more in-

problems.

3ruinois Secondary School Gurricul.um Program, Consensus
Study Number 3, Inventory A, "What Do You Think About Our School• s
Program of Guidance Services?�, Mal'.'Ch, 19 51, pp .4•5 .

c ts

Basic guidance con ep

ummarized

are well s

by Hamrin

and

Erickson:
Human values are of greatest importance.
Guidance is interested in the whole child.
The situation including the home, sc
ol, ch
,
and conmmnity sho d always be considered.
Frequently guidance workers should attempt to change
situations rather
attempt to fi t the
individual to p rese t circumstances.
Guidance must be provided for all c l
not just
problem children or a select tew.
Guidance is a continuous proc ess. ·

ho

ul

than
n

urch

hi dren

GUidance must be a unitary function since all aspects
of a p
on ' s development are interrelated.
Guidance is not prescriptive but strives the goal of

ers

self-direction.
AlJ. teachers should be guidance wor kers.
EVery school should have a plan for meeting the
guidance needs of the individuals in that
s
ol.4

cho

Basic Human Needs.--we might add to these basic concepts of guidance

the fact th.at individuals have basic human needs 'Which, if those
individuals are to develop properly
the social order,

mm t

be met.

and are

These basic

to take their places i n

human

needs include:

Love and affectio n by parents, teachers, friends,
and associates.
A feeling of belonging to the family unit, the
group, the school, the classroom, the club,
or the church.
Satisfactory_achievement - in a le sso n, a task,
.
a job, or an activity.
A feeling of security - in the home, sc ool, church
or comm.unity.

h

4shirley A•

the Seconda.J7
P•l7.

iff ord

Hamrin and C l
Scho ol, New Yo k : D.

r

E. Erickson, Guidance in

Appleton-Century Company,

193'9,

6
Reasonable freedom from fear--from parents,
teachers peers, or superiors.
Freedom from gnilt---thn>ugh proper under
standing of right and wrong, straight
thinking, and preper moral standards.
The satisfaction of sharing--learning the
satisfaction achieved through doing
something for others.
The acquisition of lmowledge and understand
ing-to live a satisfactory.life as a
citizen and to make a satisfactory liv
ing as an ecgnomic factor in the home
and society.!)
.
.

These are the psychological areas of individuals which
inspire, motivate, restrict, or negate lives aooor� to the
pattern of basic h uman behavior.
The need for guiaance exists from economic pressures and
the pressures of our social structure in our complex mod ern society.
Tec.tmological advances, modern mediums of transportation and comnmnication, changes in the occupational world,·increased leisure
time, and changes in the home and family relationships point strong-

ly to the need for adequate guidance for our youth parents, teachers,
counselors, social workers, clergy, and all others interested in
young people.
Areas

2f.. Concem.--Arthur

Jones eites the following areas as the

major problem areas or concerns in which teachers may be called
upon to give individual. guidance to students:

5 ruce

J. Friedrichs, ed., Guidance Services for Minnesota
Schools, Curriculum Bulletin No. 16, Minnesota Departmeiit of Ediica
tion, St. Paul, 1951 , p.20.

7
HEALTH AND mYSIC.AL DEVELOPMENT
Ph1sical defects-sight, hearing, speech,
and deformity
Inability to excel in athletics
. Lack of physical coo rdination
Lack of physical vigor
Malnutrition
Physica l unattractiveness
Sickness
Undersize or oversize
HOME AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Dominance of pa r ents
Lack of control by pa rents
Lack of home fellowship
Broken homes-death, separation, diverce
Home duties-too few or too many
Jealousy or friction amng children
Unwholesome home conditions-physical, social
or moral
Family disapproval
Lack of coope r a tion with school

LEIS URE TIME
Lack of interest in sports and games
Inability because of poor health or handicaps
Limited resources for enjoynent
Lack of �terest in reading
Lack of skill in handicraft
PERSONALITY
Extreme sensitiveness
Shyness
Lack of aggressiveness
Strong aversions
Self,..confidence
Excessive conceit, egotism
Ca relessness
Inability to get along with people
Delusions
La.ck of sportsmanship
Superiority complex
Infer iority complex
La.ck of social-mindedness
Emotional instability
SCHOOL
Time budget
Ineffective study habits

8
Lack of application
Lack of independence
Too much or too little help by teacher
Lack of interest in school work
F eeling of boredom
Inability to see value in certain subjects
Fear of failure
Unwillingness to put forth effort
Dislike for teacher or for school
Too long assignments
Impatience with slower pupils
Poor study conditiona in school or home
Lack of adjustment of work to men tal ability
of pupil
Too much attention to athletics or to other
social activities·
Feeling of injustice
Poor orientation in general
Feeling that no one takes an interest in him
Poor choice of school or of subjects
Choice of school or college
Plannjng work in preparation for advanced school
Truancy
SOCIAL

Anti-social tendencies ,
Lack of moral standard s
Insufficient social life
Excessive social life
Unwise use of leisure
Rebellion against authority
Intolerance of others• beliefs and opinions.
Choice of friends
Unrea,sonab le restriction on friendships
Low ideals of civic respensibility
Unwillingness to assume citizenship duties
Inability to choose leaders wisely
Unw illingness to follow chosen leaders
Unwilljngness to accept responsibility of
leadership

VOCA 'IlONAL
Parental insistence upon a certain vocation
Inability to choose among several vocations
Unwise choice of vocations
Determining fitness for a given vocation
Lack of time or money to secure preparation
necessary for a chosen vocation

9
Difficulty in finding job that matches
abilities
Difficulty in adjusting to conditions
of the job
Biased influence of teachers and parents
The whi te collar versus the blue collar
complex
Lack of individua freedom in ma.king voca
tional choices.
·

�

This list of adjustment problems or concerns illustrates
well. the need for assistance from trained individuals.
school is

to

If a

achie ve proper educational objectiles and meet these

adjustment concerns of individuals in their trust, it must provide
adequate and effective gaida.nce services.
Some teachers would insist that the problems are too maey

and too varied to be handled by the classroom teacher; however, the
Jacksonville (Illinois) High School English department had drawn up

an even more extensive and comprehensive list of problem areas in
which English teachers might work.

The group calls thei r list "The

Master List of Problem Areas", and have divided the list into nine
major topics1.
I.

FAMILY AND HOME RELATIONSHIPS
A. Broken Home
Having parents no are divo:rded or separated
Not living with parents
Experiencing drunkenness at home
Father, mother, or both parents deceased
Bo Crowded Conditions in the Home
Having no place to entertain friends
Hav:ing a poor place to study
Having no privacy
Living in a small home

6Ar'thur

J. Jones, Principles �Guidance, New York::
Hill Boo k Go., Inc., 1945, Chap. II.

McGraw

lO

c.

D.

E.

Sharing bedroom with others
Liv.Lng in a poor neighborhood
Cultural Differences Between Genera�ions
Being ashamed of f oreign-born parents
Having conflict concerning customs or
ideas
Bein g ashamed of appearance of home
Being ashamed of parent's occupation
Domination
Being afraid of father or mother
Being dominated [&r other member (s) of
·the family.
Having parents who expect too much
Having parents who are too strict
B eing treated like a child
Having family oppose choice of vocation
Not being allowed to go out at night
Going with a person the family does not
accept
Having to ask parent for money
Not being allowed to date
Home Confl icts
Not getting along at home
Having parents who find fault unne c
essarily

·Wanting to leave home
Being punished by parents
Talking back to parents
Quarreling with other members of the
family
F•

G.

Lack of Understanding or Companionship
B etween Parents and Children
Feeling more aff ectien to'Ward one parent
Feeling lonely when at home
Fearing to tell. parents of experiences
Bsing afraid to show report card
Having parents who do not nnderstand him
Having parents who do not trust him
Not being allot1ed to bring friends home
Having parents who are too busy with
other t hings
Having a step-parent
Financial Problems at Home
Being worried about lack of money
Parents having to sacrifice too much
Wanting tltlngs parents cannot provide
Having to work to hel.p at home
Parents having to work too hard
Experiencing Wlemployment
Living in a poor n eighborhood

ll
H.

I.

Il •

III.

Sibling Rel.a tionships
Thinking brother or sister dislike him
Believing parents show favoritism
Bullying
Being af'raid of someone in the .:ID.unily
Be ing an only child
Having too much responsibility for the younger
children
Having to do more than his share
Being jealous of brothers and sisters
Having step-brothers or step-sisters
Sickness or Death in the Family

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS
A. Too little money
Having to borrow to pay school expenses
Having less money than friends have
Needing part-time employment
Wanting to earn money
Having no regular allowance or income
B. Too much money
Having too much money
Having more money than friends have
0. Judgment in Spending
Not knowing how to spend wisely"
Spending money f oolishly
Not learning to save

PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT

Ao Fears, Anxiety States

B.

Having fears of insanity, darkness,
death, etc.
B eing ashamed of things he does
Having no sense of direction in life
Being unable to forget mistakes
Being nervous
Worrying
Being unhappy much of the time
Taking things too seriously
Having thoughts of suicide
Daydreaming
Lack of Confidence
Being easily discouraged
Failure in many things he tries to do
Feeling infer ior
Being unable to live up to his ideals
Being af'raid of making mistakes
La.ck of sel.f-assurance
Not doing anything well

12

Social Adjustment
Being bl.a.med mjuatly"
Getting into trouble
Being led inta trouble by others
Getting into fights
Getting a bad reputation
Picking the wrong kind of friends
D. Objectionable Behavior and Bad Habits
Cheating
Swearing
Telling dirty stories
Smoking
Losing temper
Being lazy
Being conceited
S tealing
Being careless
Being stubborn
Being jealous
Being dishonest
Teasing others
E. Rejected, Lonely", Sensitive
Being moody'
Being unpopular
Being left out
Wanting to be more like others
Having no one to talk to
Feeling that no one understands
Not having as niu.ch fun as o th.era
Wanting others' to accept and like him
Being snubbed
Having feelings hurt
F. Telling Right from wrong
Being confused about moral questions
Wondering how to tell wrong from ,rlght
Being unable to do the 0rightn thing
G . Worry About the Future
Failing to get ahead
Worrying about success in life
Dreading the future
Fearing defeat
Being concerned about.Diilitary service
Needing to plan for the fu�ure
Ho .La.ek of Responsibility
Being unwilling to face a problem
Not facing reality
Not taking important things seriously
Depending too much on others
Not accepting personal responsibility
for actions

C.

·

13
IV.

PHYSICAL AND HEALTH HANDICAPS
A. Physical Handicaps and Heal th Problems

B.

Being hard of hearing
Having poor eyesight
Having a physical deformity
Being crippled
Chronic illness
Being physically weak
Having a co:nmrunicable disease
Physical Unattractiveness
Being 1D o s hort or too tall
Growing faster or not as fast as friends
Feelir.ig. clumsy or awkward
Being overweight or underweight
Having a poor complexion
Having poor posture
Not being pbysicall,y attractive
·

V.

RACIAL, . RELIGIOUS, NATIONAL·AND O'!HER DIFFERENCES

Receiving unkind treatment because of race
or relig:Um
Feeling inferior
Being treated as a foreigner or outsii er
wanting to know mo re about prejudice and
segregation
Wanting to be accepted
VIo

VII.

RELIGIOUS CONFLICTS AND PROBLEM>

Being.con.fused by religious beliefs
Experiencing conflicts between science
religion
Being fearful of divine punishment
Wondering what becomes ot people when
they die
Wanting to know more about the Bible
SCHOOL AND TEACHER RELATIONSHIPS
A. Adjustmm1; 1D a New School

Missing former schoolmates or teachers
Moving to a larger or smaller school
Wanting students and teachers to be
more friendl;r
Having trouble adjusting from.grade to
high school
Fi.nging studies too difficult or te>o
,,-·easy
Criticism of and Antagonism toward Te�chers
Wanting more help from teachers
·

.

B.

Thinking teachers expect 1D o much
Feeling teachers do not understand
young people

Feeling teachers are too strict
Feeling teachers are partial
Feeling teachers are unfair with
punishment
Thinking teachers do not understand
subject matter

Co

Believing teachers are too theoretical
Criticism of School
Disliking school
Having too little freedom
Having dull classes

in

class

Doubting the value of school experiences
Believing tests or grades are unfair
Not being able to take chos en sub jects
Being dis satisfi ed with school organ-

ization

Do

Being dissatisfied with school fa ci lities
Classroom Behavior Problems
Talking too much
Being restless in class

Being rude
Cheating_

'

1��.

F•

Go

Causing trouble
Annoying others

Failure in Schoolwork
Not l earning to study effectively
Failing to complete assignments
Finding study difficult
Failing to be promoted
Making low grades
Lacking interest in schoolwork
Class and Activity Program Participation
Taking part in too few er too many
activities
Finding no activity that interests
Having difficulty in making oral reports
Being afraid to participate in class
discussions
Finding textbooks too di ff icul t
Having a limited vocabulary
School Attendance
Thinking school is like a prison
Pretending sickness in order 1D miss
school
Truancy
Wanting to quit school

15
H.

VIII .

Individual Concerns about School
Worrying about e:x:aminations or grades
Failing to EEe any value in school
Being intellectually in.f'efior
Worrying about absence from school

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
Ao Boy-Girl Problems
Hot mixing with the opposite sex
Not liking the members of the oppo
site sex
Not being interested in the members
of the opposite sex
CaJJjng others "Siss,a or nrombo,a
Wondering about being in love
Not knowing haw to entertain a date
OOing steady
B. Friendship Problems
Having di.fficul ty making friends
Needing a close friend
Having difficulty getting along with
others
Losing friends
Avoiding others
Being shy
Go Opport1.m.ity for Recreation or St udy
Having mo little social life
Having too few dates
Having to work most of the time
Not having enough free time
Having no .opporttnrl.ty to participate
in school activities
D. Lack of Leadership Qualities
Not being chosen as a leader
Avoiding the leadership role
Net feeling capable of being a leader
Eo La.ck of Social Skills and Poise
Being unable to carry on a conversation
Not knowing how to act around boys or
girls
Lacking knowledge of social etiquette
Being ill at ease at social affairs
Not knowing how to dance
Wanting to get into a cert.a.in group or
club
F. Personal Appearance
Needing better clothes
Not keeping self neat and well-gm omed
Not taking care of clothing and other
belongings
Not kno� how to dress appropriatel,/

·

1.6

G.

H.

I.

J.

IX.

Failure to Help Others
Thinking it a waste of time to help
othersThinldng that others are imposing
Sex Problems
Being embarrassed by discussions
about sex
Having insufficient knowledge about
sex
Being concerned about proper sex be
havior
Hay.ing problems related to petting or
making love
Too Much Freedom
Having too much social life
Needing parent or adult supervision
Lack of Hobbies and Recreational Releases
Having nothing interesting to do in
spare time

VOCATIONAL PROBLENS
Frustration in Vocation
Disliking present employment
Being unable t0 enter chosen vocation
Lol,ck:i.ng work experience
R eceiving l.Ow wages
Experiencing family opposition to voca-:
tional choice
Bo La.ck of Confidence: Indecision
Having no particular vocational interest
Needing to decide about vocation
wanting ability to handle a job
Being uncertain about choice of vocation
Co Need for Guidance in Vocation
Needing occupational information
wanting guidance in choice of vocation
Planning school program in preparation
for vocation
Needing realistic view of aptitude
Deciding aoout going tO college

Ao

·

The guidance-minded teacher may find opportunities for dealing with just a few of these problems or a great number of them, depending somewb.B.t upon the individuals in his classes.

However,

cognizance of the many problems which are likely to beset their students should cause the teacher to be constantly searching for material
which will aid students in finding solutions for their problems.

1.7

!!£! Guidance

Services

Hel;e

Those Involved.--In a .full guidance pro

gram, guidance is rendered through a series ot services as an inte, gral part of a go<:>d1 well-planned, e.f'ficiently organized educational
program consisting of appraisal and self-understanding services,
counseling services, vocational and educational information and
planning services, clinical services, placement services, and follow
up services.

Though the English teacher will not function

in all

areas, certainly there are several of these services in which he can
not only assist the trained personnel worker of the sch.q0l, but will
be in a better positi.on to apply guidance techniques than the train
ed counselor.

The warmth of the classroom situation and the intim

ate day-by-day relationships can build a valuable rapport between
the teacher and his students which would be difficult to du plicate

in the

counseling

program.

Through these services an individual will be assisted to
understand himself better--his interests,aptit.udes, abilities, his
strengths, and his weaknesses.

He will be assisted in facing �

of his pro blems and concerns with realism.

He will learn how to

make adjustments and how to work out suitable conrses of action; h e

will be assisted in selecting a suitable vocation, in finding avenues
toward further education and training for a.full and rich life as
well as a satisfactory means of making a living.
ed

He will be assist

in his social develo pment. through the building cf proper social

understandings, attitudes, and social standards; he will be assisted

18
in making the transition from school to adult.�societ;y.

He will have

learned to adjust to adult social and occupational requirements and
to meet the daily challenge in society.

In these areas the English

teacher can play the roie of a guidance worker--not only can, but
must.

There is no other subject matter ares, with such possibilities

tor flexibility which would allow these concerns to be investigated
and achieved.

Reading, discussing, writing, and listening can all

be centered on the problems to be solved •.
Guidance services benefit teachers as well as pupils.
They serve teachers by providing information which enables the tea
cher to know his pupils and understand them.

They provide instruc

tion and instructional materials more adaptable to the needs of the
individual student.

They provide in.formation which will. permit

better insight into behavior traits so that causes might be treated.
They provide assistance in helping pupils solve problems which fonn
erly lay almost solely within the teacher's province, such as instruc
tional and adjustment problems which are encountered in classroom or

in group activities.
School administrators will be assisted in their task of con
ducting the educational program and curriculum planning by having
at their disposal this information concerning the needs and character
istics of the youth they_ are to serve.

In

this way they can better

evaluate the effectiveness ,end appropriateness of the educational
offerings of the school.

It may be indicated that local commnniti}"'

resources might be better u sed as a part of the program, as

well a s

develop cooperative assistance and understanding o n the part of the
parents and patrons.
Guidance services reach back into the hom e by assisting the
parents in rearing children by helping them develop better socially
adjusted individuals, and by helping them better understand their
cbil.dren.

Parents should be informed of the plans and aspirations

of their children early enough to pennit them to make appropriate
financial preparations to pennit the ambitions of their children
1

to be realized.

! Guidance

�.--Any

plan for the attainment of the aims and objec

tives of a guidance program will require

individual

adaptation and

application since schools vary in so many characteristics.

Basically1
--

'

however, the goal for ld:J.ich schools strive should contain the elements
consistent with sound guidance practices.

Such a plan has been devised

by the Department of Education, State of Minnesota, which they have
called the "Minnesota Guidance Plan".

It consists of seven major

areas in which a full realization would produce gratifying educational
. results.
I.

An Adequate Plan. of Student Appraisal Including
A.
B.
C.
n.

Adequate cumi.tlative records from kinder
garten through grade twelve
A comprehensive and systematic program
of appraisal methods and techniques
Contributions from every member of the
faculty
The use of appraisal data and techniques
to understand, train, and counsel pupils
by eve
teacher, counselor, and admin
istrator.

r,.
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Adequate and Proper Counseling Services with
A. Each teacher accepting and performing
appropriate counseling functions
B. A trained counselor for each multiple of
400 pupils in junior and senier high
school .
C. A trained teacher-counselor on the basis
of one period per day f'or counseling per
each n:mltiple of 80 pupils in schools with
less than 400 enro lled
Do An equal number of men and women cotm
selors
E. The best qualified person ma.de responsible
for developing and coordinating the guidance
program and providing in-service training for
sta.ff' members
F. Proper counseling quarters, facilities, and
equipment
G. The provision for the counseling needs of
pupils based on personal and social ad
justment concerns, vocational concerns,
and educational. planning.
III. An Effective Program of Guidance Through the
Group Providing Fo r
A. Orientation for school llife
B. Basic tmderstandings of personal. and
social adjustment requirements of school
and community living
c. Self-appraisal,, occupational.information,
and vocational plarming.
IV. An Effective System of Inf'onria tion Services
Providing
A. Personal information
B. Vocational information
C. Educational. opportunities
D. Experience and training opportunities
E. Employment possibilities
V. A Clinical Guidance Approach in Individual Cases
As Needed
A. Making tactual analyses
B. Seeking and making a djustments to meet the
needs of youth
c. Referrals to youth and community agencies
which may be able to contribute toward
solution
D. Following through to determine the effec
tiveness of action taken.
!Io

21
VI.

An Appropriate Functioning Placement Organ ization
A• Maintaining effective relationships with
lo cal employment agencies and local and
area employers
Bo Maintaining up-to-date local and area occupational data
c. Matching individual pupil �ssets with job
opportunities
Do -Accepting placement responsibilities.
An Effective Follow-up Procedure to Determine
A. Student s uccess in advanced educational
i nstitution
B. Success in job p lacement
c. Effectiveness of curricular offerings
D. Effectiveness of guidance s ervic es. 7
· ·

vn.

CHAP.l'ER II

MEETnm mum• s NEEllS '.LlIHOUGH '!HE

LANGUAGE ARI'S PROGRAM

�

Should

1f!

Emphasize?-Some teachers of English seem to feel

that the evolution of their curriculum from the traditional teaching of language skil ls and transmitting literary heritage toward
0

the teaching of ideals, the development of personality, the study
of personal and social problems,

and training in living and work-

ing with oth ers is to end with the complete sacrifice of the former emphasis.

The evo lu tion h as been going on for decades; the fear that
the traditional task for noble effort

was

being s lighted has con-

tinued for the same length of time.

w. Wilbur Hatfield,

a

former e ditor of the English Journal,

traces the beginning of thi s newer emphasis to a report on the Re
organization

2!

English in Secondary Schools, edited by James F.

Hosie, and published by the United States Office of Educ ation in

1917.

Hatfield states that this report "crystalli zed the senti-

ment of the majority of thoughtf'ul. teachers of English.

It

em-

phasized IOOt iv ation as a necessit y for successful teaching, and ad-

22
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d

vocated some democracy- in classroom proce ure.nB

In pursuit or

motivation, the teachers began to introduce "projectsu, principallyin the composition semesters.

These "projects" were often designed

to attack some local issue or problem; some, however, were studies:i·

of major problems developed around topics.

·

It was inevitable that

such th:inldng and experimenting should ultimately- produce the topical unit of today, which uses imaginative literature as well as in
fonnational matter and consciously- includes al1 the forms of language activity---listening, speaking, reading, and writing.

The assumption that the traditional aim and the present one
are

in conflict or in competition need not be true.

Many- units have

been devised by successful teachers of English dealing with the ne.eds
of their pupils without for a moment sacrificing the teaching of lang
uage skills.

The difference is largely in the emphasis and the fact

that they are timed to coincide with the student's need for them.
A resume of

some of these units being successfully taught

throughout the United States is the purpose of this paper.
looking at these methods, . techniques , and units, let us give

Before
an

overview to lib.at t he objectives of today-' s English teacher should
Bw. Wilbur Hatfield, "Must We Choose?", English Journal,
Volo XL, No.l, (January, 1951) , Po37o
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be with ideas on how these objectives may be implemented.

� !£!_ QB!:

Objectives?-What should be the objectives of today's

English teacher?
through

the

The National Council of Te achers of English,

Commission on CUrriculum, offers three:· (1) cultivat:Wn

of wholesome personal living,;

(2)

development of social sensit ivity

and effective participation in group life;.

tional competence.

(3)

preparation for voca

9

How shall this be done?

The IICTE has suggested ten quali

ties which, if properly developed, should result in the attainment
of t hese objectives:

l.

stability:
English and speech classes •• • should
help students to grow in effective.per
sonality and social adjustment thn:>ugh
speech, writing, and other activities •••
should acquaint students through li ter
ature with characters of their own age
uho .f'ace choices and challenges like
their O'Wllo

2o

Allegiances:
.
••• t.o present literia,ture in such a way
as to develop a personal sense of values
and to promote dynamic and worthwhile
allegiances to ideas and ideals, to
friends, home, church , and comm.unity,
and to the principles of democracy.

3.

Intellectual Capacities and Curiosity:
••• ,extend th e interests of young people
throagh guiding voluntary reading, radio
listening, seeing good films, and dis
cussing in writing and in speech matters

9NCTE, Communication No. 1, 2£•

�.,

p.l.

2$
of personal, local, national, and world
interest. Ability to think clearly and "to
attack problems intelligent� is imper
ative.

4o

Language for Daily Communication:
Comnnmication is a two-way process, in
volving social and psychological adjust
ments as well as effective use of lang
uage ••••• The language arts assume
leadership in improving the mechanical
skills of speaking, writing, reading, and
listening.

5.

Mass Modes of Communication:
Young people ••• should understand the
nature, power, and control of these agen
cies (newspapers, magazines, radio, tele
vision, theatre film, public fo rums,
�
public speeches).

6.

Personal Interests and Enjoyment:
The language arts have a responsibility
for increasing the range and persistence
of the students•. interests and for sharp
ening his observation and �.quickening his
perception th.It>ugh literatlire and imag
inative writing.
·

7.

Effective Habits of Work:
students should learn librar,y and re
search skills, and other good wark habits.
In all matters of written co nmmnication,
they should assume responsibility for
legible handwriting, appropriate manu
script form, for proofreading what they
have written, and for use of sources of
reference co ncerning spelling, punctua
tion, capitalization, and gr ammatical
usage.... In oral work, similar standards
••• should be developed.

8.

Group

Life:
Language arts should,give per�pective
through literature, discussions, films
and writing
the social
of
today••• should develop through ·group
work.

upon

9.

pl;'Ol;rlema

Values of a· Democratic Society:
Students should study the principles of
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free and effective comnmnication as
basic to the democratic way of life.

10. Vocationa1 Efficiency:

Young people should develop proficiency
in writing business letters, in filling
out forms, and in applying the principles
of goo d composition to reports, inter
views, selling, and advertising.10

If curriculum constitutes

n

the experience the learner has

under the di rection of the school", ll then the teacher must provide
in

the classroom (and in many cases outside the classroom) those

experiences richest

in meaning and

greatest

in

personal applica-

tion and aid to his pupils.
Where�� Start?--One of the first major problem areas in which
the teacher must work with his students is the area of educationa1
problems that the student may encounter.
that a problem

canno

It is true, of course,

t usuall,y be classified as totally educationa1,

vocational, or personal since each problem has several aspects which
may

be characteristic of severa1 types.32

For simplification, how

ever, a problem may hypothetically be isolated as primarily falling
into one of these categories.
A survey conducted by Don M. Wolle, professor of English in
Brooklyn College and co-author of the Enjoying English series of

high school texts, indicated that of the 1244 students, from fourteen
10rbid., pp.2-5 .
llNelso:n·L. Bossing) Princi les of Secondary Education, New
York:: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1949°, p.4 •

S

-

··

.

l2shirley A. Hamrin and Blanche B. Pauison, Counse� Adolescents,
Chicago: Science Research Associates, 19 50, pp.187-IBB.
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to

eighteen years of age , who responded to questionnaires regarding

their most harrassing problems , one student in three identified
school problems

as

giving him more concern than any others •

.

Of the

416 students who emphasized school problems , 303 were concerned with

passing.13
Since the English teacher mus t seek the most crucial area
in

wliich

to work with his claas-•the·area of immediate and realistic

concern with the students' problems--what can the teacher of English
ct> to

help his students with their educational problems?
Many of the educational problems arise in the student's

educationa1 preparation.
strengths and weaknesses.
nesses,
the
to

an

To determine these strengths and weak-

adequate testing program is an absolute necessity.

Since

ability to read correctly and intelligently is of such importance
success

in

high school , the reading status of each pupil should

be ascertained so
to

These require diagnosis of the student• s

that

appropriate teaching methods may be adopted

meet the needs of each individual child.

Tes.t Their Reading.--Reading tests have their own particular scopes
and purposes , each is designed to de a specific job to a certain
13
non M. Wolfe , "Students' Problema" 1 English Jo urnal, Vol.
XLIV, N9· 4, (April , 1955), p.219.
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degree.

Therefore it is of paramount importance that the English

teacher be thoroughly acquainted with reading tests , their administration and interpretation.
available :-

Primarily there are three types of tests

Reading Readiness , Survey, and Diagnos tic.

Since this

paper has limited its scope to the secondary level, we will be concerned here with

some

tests of the second and third types .

READING TESTS (SURVEY )l.4
Junior High School
1.

2.

The � Every-Pupil Tests of Basic Skills ,
Test A : Silent Reading Comprehens ion, and
Test B : Work-S tudy skills , Advanc ed Battery
are similar in content tO the Elementary
Battery ( contains sub-tests of Reading Com
prehension and Vocabulary) .
The Gates Reading Survey for Grades Three to
Ten. (Contains sub-tests of Vocabulary, Level
of Comprehension, Speed, and Accuracy ) .
·

3.

The California Reading Test ( formerly called
the Progres sive Reading Test ) , Intermediate,
contains the following sub-tests :
Reading Vocabulary Test
Reading Comprehension
Mathematics
Following Directions
Science
Reference Skills
Social Science
Interpretations
General
Noma are given for grade placene nt , age, and
percentile rank. The new n scoreze" scores the
test automatically and the teacher need only
count correct answers and enter scores. The
diagnostic profile has been improved and is
much easier to use but the limited number of
items in each test makes this a better survey
than a diagnos tic test.

Senior High S chool

1.

The Cooperative English Tests :: Reading, Compre
liehsion contains sub-tests of Recognition,
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Vocabulacy, and Paragraph Reading�
Compar
ison of relative proficiency in vo�aba.lacy,
speed and level of comprehension may be
made .
Percentile norms are provided.

2.

The Traxler High School Reading � contains
sub-tests of Reading- Rate and S to ry Compre
hension, Word Meaning, and P aragraph Compre
hension .
There are public school percentiles
for part scores and to tal scores .

READING TESTS (DIAGNOSTIC )
Intennediate Grades and Junior High S chool

le

The Gates B asic Reading Tests contain sub
tests of ·Reading to Appreciate General S ig
nificance , Reading to Predict Outcome of
Given Events , Reading to Understand Precise
Directions , and Reading to Note Details.
The tests are easy to administer but rather
difficult to score. The manual given norms
for reading age , reading grade 1 accuracy,
and speed.
Suggestions for diagnosis and
remedial work are also included in the

manual.

2.

� S ilerit Reading Tes ts :· New Edition,
Revis ed, Elementary Test, contains sub-tests
of Rate Comprehension, Directed Reading ,
Wor d Meaning , and Location of Information .

The

Percentile norms are given for s tandard
scores on all sub-tests and on the to tal
test.o The standard score scale fer the Ad
vanced Test is continuous with that for the
elemen tary forms so that direct comparisons
from one score level to the other are pos
sible .
S enior High S chool
le

The � Silent Reading Tes ts :

New Edition,

Revised, Advanc ed Test is similar to the Ele
mentary forrns described above.
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2.

S .R .A. Reading Record contains sub
tests of Rate of Reading, Reading C ompre
hension, Paragraph Meaning, Reading an
Alphabetical Directory, Interpretation of
Map-Table-Graph Material, Advertis ene nt
Reading, Index Usage, Technical Vocabulary,
Sentence meaning, and General. Vocabul.a.r;y.
The

Percentile nonns are given and good profile
charts are available.

3.

This is by

The Diagno stic Reading Tests contain sub
tests of Rate of Reading and S tory Compre
hension, Vocabul..a.ry , and C omprehension.
Grade nonns and percentiles are given.
no means

a complete list of the available te s ts

nor doe s the F.nglish teacher u s e only reading tests in ai'.Q.ing the
student

to

discover his abilities and disabilities , his s trengths

an d weaknesses .

The full scope of a testing program from kinder-

garten to his present e ducational level should follow the pupil in
his cumulative record.
No tests , however , are capable of improving in struction.
They are of value only in determining what course of action must
be pursued in order to aid t he pupil to the greates t achievement
possible for him .

They may also a id

in

grouping classes into units

with like abilities if the teacher so desires o

They permit the

teacher to analyze his teaching and the effectiveness of the curri-

culum.

In some ca,s e s

they

may even be used to determine whether

or not a pupil should be promoted to a higher grade .
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� � Method. -"T eachers

seek some means of o rganizing ins truc

tion that implements the principle of le arning through use in purposei'ul ac tivities and at the s ame time recognizes the rel.atedness
of all the language skills and literature . n l5

The method mo st often

described in connection with individual. and group problems in the
classroom is the unit method of instruction .
numerous opinions as

to

Although there

are

what constitutes a unit, there is agreement

that it is "varied activities in the language arts• • • developed
around a central. theme or purpos e , clear and significant to the
student.

It mus t be broad enough to involve in some measure all

four of the language arts and

to

co-operation with his class an d

pe:nnit each individual to work :in

to

pursue c ertain special interes ts

in a wide range of materials and experiences s uited to his abilitor . n l.6
d

In a unit method of instruction ther e is a great �unt of respon-

sibility placed on the student.

He must think clearly and logically,

plan his participation (with help from his teacher) , learn research
methods in the use of library sources, observat�ons, and interviews.
The unit method presents an opportunity for practicing many forms
o f speech and writing and permits the teacher

to these skills

as

the need arises.

�

to

direct attention

It also provides a social set ting in

l5National Co cil of Teachers of English, Commis sion on the
English Curriculum,
LB.nguage Arts
in the Secondary s·chool,
WTE Curriculum Series, Vol.III, (Nev Yor:· Ap'P!e ton-C entury-Crofts , Inc . ,
1956) , p .99 .

J'.!!!

16:rbid. '

p. 10.

Pro�ram·
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which

the s tudents test their powers and have opportunity

"•••

to ru>te the results, both as regards the quality of their own

performance. and its effect

upon

the listener or reader. n l7

As llidicated before , a thorough knowledge of each studentJs'·
strengths and weaknesses is a prime prerequisite to effective teaching.

The unit method of

instruction

flexibility, to individualized guidance
pupil needs help.
by

Keeping in mind

the National Council of

what is being

done

Teachers

lends itself, through its
in

the areas in

the general obj ectives

already cited, let

in the field of language arts by

English teachers to gain these

which

obj ectives.

It

us

some

l7

Ibid.

-

offered
look at
of the

is hardly a coincidence

that most of the methods which have proved effective and
been shared with us , are unit method in type .

the

which

have

CHAPTER Ill
MEETING YOUTH ' S NEEOO THROUGH LITERATURE

Guided Free-Reading Offers

!

Solution .--The teacher of English

wil l

meet in his clas sroom young people with a wide range o f individual
ditference s.

The place where each s tudent happens to b� may be

dete rmined to some extent by the statistical,

cumulative

records

kept over the period of his years in school.

These records 1 how

ever, mus t be supplemented by the teach.e¥ ' s own observations of
the student' s actions , hi� activities , his writing, his conversa
tion, and what he chooses to read.
The s tudy of literature mus t take into account his present
s tage of development and should be directed toward meeting his in
dividual needs and stimulating his growth. 18

Therefore it is the

wise teacher who permits , even encourages , the guided free-reading
program designed for the pupil' s own needs .
Arthur I. Gates points out that the two goals of reading ,
reading well and gaining a

lo ve

of reading , are interrelated.

uForce

him to do all or most of his reading beyond the le vel at which he
can read soundly with understanding and enjoyment, 11 he warns , 11and
18ibid. '

p.127 .
33
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1
you will soon destroy both interest and ability.n 9

There are

rewards for reaching these goals beside the obV:ious ones .

Strang

says , " In the s tudy of literature , through vicarious experiences ,
pupils may be helped to develop . an emotional maturity , and establish
id�als , goals , and standards of conduct

and at the

same

and reading problems may be discovered and treated.n 2 0

time

speech

Aesthetic

experience s , satisfactory emotional experiences , exploration of th e
environment, and experienc es in everyday living come from the pages
of literature.

These rewards are

only

possi ble, though, if the

student has been motivated to read widely, and he will be best motivated in areas in 'Which he is interested and has the necessary abilities .

Isabel Mann answers the ques tion, "What literature should we

read?" , by inferring that it makes very little difference what is
read , as long as the literature is well-written and has a connection
with the lives of today' s young peopie . 21

The

truly

s ignificant

literature is ; that whic h has �lications for the youth of

today

and

his current pro blems .
Methods � Can Employ � Motivate .-" Taste in reading is not predeter19Arthur I. Gates, "What Should We Teach in Re ading?" , School
Vol . XXXVII , ( January, 1951) , p . 60 .

!!!E C onmmnity,

2 0auth Strang, Pupil Personnel and Guidance , New York:
Macmillan Company, 1941, p. 256.

The

l
2 rsabel Mann , "What Literature Should We Read?" , English
Journal , Vol. XLI , No . 9 , (Novemb er, 195 2 ) , pp . 484-487 .
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mined; it develops in a favorable enviromnent with proper stimula
tion and . guidance . n 22

This is the type of atmosphere we hope to

establish in our English clas ses.

According to Strang, the free-

reaQing program should be 0 graduated.0
mature

in

deawrs .

That is , the s tudent should

his reading choice as he matures in other educational enThe program should be free, but carefully guided.

The

student should acquire what she calls 11an expanding unders tanding
of society. n 2 3

The teacher of such a program of reading must be armed w:i,th
many reading lists which the s tudent may use :for suggestions.
National Council o:f Teachers of English has compiled
book lis t called "Books for You

..

11

an

The

excellent

A short · description of each book

explains w:cy the book will fall into one or several possible topics
to

be investigated.

Book lists are usually acces sible through the

school librarian who is another vital 0cog11 in the program.

The

interes ts of the students should be studied over a period of years .
This means , of course, that accurate records will have to

be main-

tained for each pupil.
As a safeguard :for those who might be tempted to falsify
their res.ding records, some kind o:f oral or written evidence should
be

presented that the student has actually read the book.

22Ruth 'strang, "Reading Interests,"
xxxv , No. 9, (November, 1946 ) , P• 477.
2 'L

...�. ,

p .480 .

The De-

English Journal, Vol.

partment of Public Instruction of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania
cautions, however, that teachers should never allow book report
requirements and f'orms to interfere with a pupil·1 s realization of'
literary values .

"The ultimate evaluation,u they state, " is deter-

by the pupil' s behavior as a result of his experience with

mined

literature. n24
-

·

Student endorsement ef _a book helps its popularity.

Teachers

must allow, therefore, ample time for reading and f'or discussion o f
what is being read; though again, there must be caution that reports
be used in moderation even if they do sometimes stim'!ilate comprehen
sion and .entice others to read the same book.
To be successful with such a program, a teacher must know,
not only the interests, the abilities , and the backgrounds of his
students; but he must possess a wide acquaintance with books in
general and the appeals which lo oks make to lo ys and girls . 25

If

the teacher can meet these standards , improvement in the pro gram is
pos sible.
In

an older study made by Center and Persons , it was found

that the student ' s level of reading of books was higher than that
of magazines and newspapers .
cheJ.'':s guidance

in

This weuld seem te indicate that tea-

the selection of' books causes pupils to choose on

24nepartment of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of Pennsyl�
vania, Course o:f Stud{ in English for S econdarl Schools , ( Bulletin

112 ao, 19��) , p:I4o.

-

-
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a more mature level than they would without guid anc e .2 6
Lorene Ort2 7 discovered that her students disliked read-

ing because they were always clocked or tested, or had to give
oral or written reports .

She conducted clas sroom chats to dis-

cover likes and dislikes , and she discovered a wide range of needs .
Her class appointed a library committee which imported bo oks to the
classroom and talked · about them.

As a result of this activi cy, the

teacher grew familiar with the books and how they suited children.
She found that they enjoyed reading boo.ks a grade or two below their

abilities .

She now uses many methods to " sell" books .

If a book

seems unpopular, she places it on her desk and soon someone asks
for it�

S he may read tantalizing excerpts from a book, or might

challenge a student into reading a book by telling him that the ·
particular bo ok was too advanced for him.
Lou La.Brant is convinced that the readihg program must in-

elude guidance.

"Guidance" , she writes, 11 is the gradual wilding

up within the student of sufficient unders tanding to enable him

to mke his om decisions . n 2 8
individual.

This guidance can be bo th group or

In individual conferenc es the. teacher can get to lmow

the student and · his problems , for the impo rtant job is to match th e .
right student with the right bo ok.

LaBrant states that files must

26s tella S . Center and Gladys L . Persons , n The Leisure Read
ing o f New York City High S c hool s tudents , " English Journal, Vol.
.
xxv, No . 9 , ( November, 1936) , pp . 717-726.
2 7Lorene L. Ort, "Reading Is Catching ," Clearing House , Vol.
XIV, (Decemb er, 1950) , pp . 242 244.
-

.

2 Bi.ou LaBrant, � Teach English, New York:
and Company, 1951, p. 243 .

Harcourt, Brace

be kept for guidance purposes .

She has her students record the

title, author, date of writing, date of setting, nationality of
author , and place af setting.
ion of the book which is

an

These ·facts help in the discuss-

important. part of the program.

There

is nothing mre natural after reading a b:>ok than talking about it . 29
silley30 points out that free-reading is probably more important for the slow reader
to

than

the superior one, and that the way

stimulate children' s interests is to find out what those interests

are , then read to them at every opportunity.
A

most successful wa:y of motivating reading , and of provid-

ing for individual differences at the same time , is through the
idea-centered unit.
finding

an

The ideas in which to center units are myriad;

idea presents

no

problem for a resourceful, imaginative

teacher with a wide range of interests .

Choosing from the many

ideas the one best suited to the class may be more of a problem.
Using methods of these types , :many teachers have reported
successful readlilg programs as well as the harder-to-evaluate success
with student ' s individual problems .

Chambers31 worked for extensive

reading through a unit selected fqr interest to his students .

The

29Ibid. ,, p.250.
30Jerome Smiley, "Children ' s Interests and a Free-reading
English Journal, Vol. XLI , No .9, ( November, 1952 ) , PP• 479 '

Program, "

484.

3l.ffelen L. Chambers, " The Extensive Method in Junior High
School, "English Journal, Vol. xnx, No.l, ( January, 1940) , pp. 32- 36.
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class helped to set up aims , assemble usable materials , and plan
activities .

They all.owed time for reading, discussions , confer-

ences , dramatization, and creative work.

The teacher was care- ·

ful to arouse interest at the beginning and to plan a conclusion
to tie up the activities .

Moreland3 2 used

an

entire period for discussing wi th her

class their personal reading problems .

The class decided that

they needed to bro aden their patterns of reading.

Their teacher

then p repared a lis t of small parts of many books which the students could read to get an idea alx>ut that particular book and
whether they would enjoy reading it.
Lisbeth Johnson33 motivated her senior class by having
them read from authors of their own aJ1Cestral background and
ancestral countries .

Previo us classes had developed book lists

of only those books that they understood and appreci ated.

Each

student then selected a topic related to his reading , such

as

"The Similarities of People of Different Nationalities" and
"Attitudes Toward Women in Djf ferent Countries" .

They varied

their methods of repo rting so that the whole class could share .
There were talks , monologues , panels , dramatizations, and mock

�· '

radio programs incorporated in the unit.
ImproVing

� Content 2f. Courses . --One respect

in which teachers

can do more toward meeting the needs of their students is to im3 2Anita Borum Morland, 110utside Reading in Junior High School, "
' �glish Journal, Vol .XXUII ,No.10; :r ( Dec embe�,,1944) , pp . 555-556 .
3 %isbeth s . Johnson, "Fostering Interest in Reading, "
ournal
J
, Vol. XL, No . 8, (October, 1953 ) , pp. 367- 370.

English
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prove the content of our English classes.

The ideational content

of the English class should be co.ns idered of equal importance with
I

skills in the language arts if meaningful guidance to the pupils
is to be given.
If

the high school were simply a college-preparatory in-

stitution, the goals of formulating a philosophy of life, of developing moral and spiritual values , and of providing insight in'OO
human psychology might be left to the college to formulate.

How-

ever, the majority of to day ' s students terminate their formal education during their secondary-school days or with graduation from a
secondary school.

If this terminal group is ever to have educa-

tional guidance tovard an understanding of life and toward the
acquisition of values for dealing with situations and people , the
major responsibility for such guidance mus t fall upon the secondary
.

.

schoo.l , and particularly upon the English teacher in the high school
whose pattern of instruction most easily encompasses this area.
The objecti0n may be rais ed that this would be advocating
abandonment of the needs of the college-bound pupil for the sake
of the pupil who is terminating his formal education .

The fac t is

that stressing ideas , problems , and significantly meaningful ex
periences should be a part of every program for all types of students .34

Vol.

34Jerome Carlin, 11Te rminal. and Preparatory," :English Journal,
No . 9 , (Dec ember, 1954) , p.497 •
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dealing with

In

think more

1iterature,

the English teacher may well

terms of teaching some aspect of living

in

terms of presenting a literary work.

than

in

Specificall;r, when " teach-

ing the novel Silas Marner" and " teaching the remedial effects of
pure, · natural, human relations which are the theme of S ilas Marner" ,
the teacher must decide the point of emphasis .
may deal

with

In the former, he

reading comprehension, plot structure , details of

characterization, literary style, characteristics of the novel as
exemplified by this specific work, and biographical material on
the author.
coming

to .

He

grips

Romeo

might
with

do

all this extremely well without ever

equally significant matters• .

� Juliet has been suggested as a basis for analy

zing youth ' s problems of matching inexperience and ignorance

with

maturity, and for getting the answers

to

the question of how

to

c ultivate patience and judgment in the face of oppo sition and

im-

pu1se .3S
Centers

£!. Interest � Units !!! Literature .--"The basis of choice

of the idea for the unit is significant •

.

of the idea to a definite conclusion.n 36

S o is the carrying out
To relate the teaching

of thematic idea-centered Units in literature

to

the needs of their

pupils , teachers of English have shown a wide range in their choices
of centers of interest.
)$Ibid. ,

P•

499.

36NcTE, Curriculum Series # 3 , �·

ill • 1

p . Jl+O.

Jmnes Gulick37 described his classroom pr:ocedures and the
materials he used in "A Literature Unit in

Human

Relations" ; ,which

had sprung to his mind while he was attending a workshop. Five
units make up the full project:

(l) the family, (2) communi ty con

trasts, { �) economic differences, ( 4) growing up, and ( 5) experiences
in accept.cu.ice

and

rejection.

"Our American Heritage" is the title of a reading-centered

la nguage arts unit by Fannie Leps .

In

her account we :fiqd a happy

experience which might happen in a great number of classrooms if'
the teacher is both permissive
needs.

The results

an average growth

from

in

and

al ert to pupil ' s desires

and

tests given at the end of the unit shoved

reading experience :for the eight months 1.7

years . 38
To encourage the development of topical or thematic units,
the English Journal in 1952 offered prizes for the best reports of
such units . The :first

winne r,

Charles

Willard39 developed his

B.

unit around the tall tales found in American folklore . The unit
was principa.11,y literature-centered but was much more than just read3 7 Janes Gulick,

· English Journal, Vol.

"A Literature Unit in Human Relations ,"

n.r ,

No . 7 , {September, 1952) , pp.348-351 .

38.Fannie B. Leps, "Our American Heritage: A Reading-centered
Language Arts Unit1" English Journal , Vol. :xr.:rII, No .4, (April,I.954) ,
PP • 187-190.
_
.

.

.

39charles B . Willard , "Our American Folk Tradition:- A Unit
American Literature ," English Journal, Vol. XLII, No . 2, (February,
1953) , pp. 84-88.
in
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It was

ing of pieces of literature.

an

organized iihole, employing

and improving all the language capacities of the participants .
One senior class gained much from a s tudy of novels of many
countries , centering in the theme 1tNo

Man

Is An Is:la nd . 11 40

Margaret Edwards41 used boy-girl rela tionships as the central

theme 1n a unit which used love stories as the principal type of literature to be studied.
It 'HOuld be impossible to record the great number of units
which have been developed and shared, but from the number of teachers
who find greater satisfaction from this method of instruction in literature than in their traditional approach, the trend in the teaching
of literature s eems

to

be definitely toward the idea-centered unit .

A limited stuqy by Robert McKean42 indicated that thematic
units are preferred by s tudents .

When exposed to the thematic approach

and the literary-types approach for a period of several months and
then given their preference , a majority of the participants indicated

a preference for the thematic approach

to

literature.

The following list includes , by way of summary, , some of the
characteristics iihich seem most responsible for the effectiveness
40aeorge R. Carlsen, "Creating a World OU:tlook through Liter-·
ature,n English Journal, Vol. XXXIll , No . 10, (December, 1944) pp. 526-32
. �ar�are� }·• E�ds, .0How Do I Love Thee?0 English Journal,
�.
Vol. � , No.':/, (S ept.emDe ;r,19.$.� ) , PP• 335-340.
·

''

'

42aobert c. McKean, "Students Like Thematic Units ,n English
Journal, Vol. n.v , No.21 ( February, 19$6) , pp. 82-83 .

·

•
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of the thematic unit .
1.

A well-defined topic or problem o f common

2.
3•

Pupil-teacher planning
Time enough for growth in understanding
the problem and developing desirable ·

interest to the group

attitudes
Development of language skills to improve

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

.

reading, writing , speaking, and listening
Development of group skills . to improve
democratic liying

Varied reading ' materials to meet individual
needs
Many kinds of ins truc tional. methods and
learning experienc es

Frequent evaluation
Time for consolidating what has been learned
--practice and drill, if needed, for �kills ;
organization and 81lJTl1llary of ideas
Some tangible result of effort, e •:g. a panel
for sharing idea s , a column for the school
paper 1 a handbook for freshmen • 4. 3

Sample Literature Unit Without Extensive Resources . --This resource
unit was developed by the author with the assistance of Dr.

Al.Vin w.

Ahrens , for a course in Curriculum Development, during the summer
term, 1954.

achoosing a C areer"
Identifying the Problem:
The teacher administers the Kuder Preference Record, which
arouses comment about choice o f vo cations .
Accounts are given ef

persons who choose wisely or o therwise , with discussion leading U>
the estahlishment of essential points to censider in plannjng a
career .
Organizing 'the Plan:
.

A list of things to find out is written on the board as

s tudents think of theme

Reorganize the items into major headings :

43Marian Zollinger, "Five Units and How They Grew," English
Journal, Vol. XXXIX , No . B, (October, 1950) , PP• 428-42 9 .
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(1) Survey of possible vocational choices; (2) Selec tion of an
area of interest;
Job requirements ; ( 4 ) P reparation required-
kind,, length of training, · expense; (5) Personal requirements-
health,, age, interests , aptitudes , physical and mental abilities,

(3)

(9)

personal characteristics ;
Advantages and disadvantages--aaJ.ary,
hours, type of work, value to society, supply of workers , e tc .

do .might

include : ( a ) examination of
A list o f things to
pamphlets and career material, (b) biograpey in the area of voca
tional choic e , (c) interviews with persons experienc ed in the field,
and ( d) field trips to make observations .
·

Working in Groups ::
Each individual has specific things to do , but there must

be division of labor since everyone cannot be involved in every
thing. Groups may be formed on the basis of interest areas as
indicated in Kuder ' s interest inventory.
Keep groups small.
Re�
ponsibilities are detailed and deadlines are s et.
are the media for sharing with the clas s .

These groups

Using Available Resources :
A few resources should . be listed here to insure variety.

Human Resources :
Interviews and letters
group.

Reference Books :
Kitson:

'Bedford:·

people know to the

I Find � Vocation , Harper and Bro thers ,

l9�

Forrester:
'
Hamrin:

from

Occupational Pamphlets , H. M . Wilson ,

''

1948.

P) anni ng

For Your Career, Sc ience Research
Associates ,

!2B!:.

19Ii'O':'

·

·

Future Job, Society for Occupational
Research, Ltd. , 1950.
·

U .s .

·

Department of Labor, Occupational Outl.Ook
. Handl:ook, Bur eau of Labor Statistics , 1951.

Pamphlets :
Science Research Associates , 0 Job Briefsn
Chronicle Guidance P ublications , "Chronicle ·
Occupational Briefsn
Biographies :

.

A reading lis t supplied

by teacher
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Films :
Find Your Life Work ( 27 minutes)
MenaildJob'S"'Tl2 minutes)
Aj?titiides and Occupations ( 20 minutes)
Sharpening Language Tools r
Reading

Reading will be done in varied books , magazines,
pamphlets , etc.
Skills to develop: reading w1th a purpose, using
Reader ' s Guide to Periodical Literature, using
index and table of contents , skimming , recognizing
relevance, taking no tes, evaluating material.

Speaking !ru! Listening
These activities will be practiced through dis
cussion, dramatization, . telephoning, interviews,
book chats, and reports.
SkilJ.s to develop: participation in small and
larger groups , having something to say, showing
enthusiasm, enunciating and pronouncing correctly,
looking at listeners.
Writing
Writing will be practiced through business letters ,
filJ.ing out blanks and forms , gathering factual
information for reports, and reports on conclusions .
Skills to develop: having enough to write, organ
ization of material, appearance of paper, sentence
structure, correct usage, careful punctuation,
correct spelling.
Sharing Findings :
Each group presents its findings , some by panel discussion
and some by dramatization . Each group tries to have some outstand
ing feature such as a film, a field trip or an experienced person
as a visitor. Individual notebooks are on display.
Evaluating the Work '[)one::
The class reviews the things to find out and the things to
in considering what career to choose. The teacher gives a test
to discover concepts regarding points to consider in choosing a
vocation, a person' s responsibility to his employer, pl.aces to gather
facts , etc . With the teacher ' s guidance , the pupils keep records of
their '.:Special. weaknesses in language skills , stuey skills, and group
skills , so that these points can be emphasized in succeeding class work.
do

CHAPTER IV
MEETING YOUTH ' S NEEDS THROUGH
Teachers of English,

by

WRITING

guiding the written expression of

the students in their classrooms , can experience the j oy and the
challenge of discovering the ideas , the emotions , the personal needs
awaiting release through. writing .

Thia release is one of the prime

functions of teaching personal expression through writing.
The modern concept of the teac hing of writing purposes tha t
everyone

?an

write; that writing is a developmental proc e s s , keeping

pace with physical and

mental

development; that writing fos ters per-

sonality growth and development ; that all writing s hould have a real
purpose ;

that writing should be so used that it gives practice in

that which will. be don e in school. years and in later years ; that
spelling, punctuation, sentenc e s tructur e , and paragraph development
should be studie s , not in an isolated

manne r,

but in c onjunction

. with the writing the s tudents· will need to do as the class ac tivities
take shape and develop.44
Writing can help the youth to develop personality and become a better-adjusted individual .

vania,

Youngsters of the junior and

44nepartment of Public Instru:: tion, Commonwealth of Penn syl

2.F.•ill• ,

p.

89.
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senior high school age are passing through critical emotional stages .
They may be asbame,d of their homes , condemn their parents , yearn for
companionship
and long

with

to be

their

adults .

clal?.smate s ,

challenge those in authority,

Writing can become an emo tional outlet, a

means of " blowing off steam."

Through writing, an adolescent may

learn that o thers have had similar problems and have worked through
them

to

find solutions.
To be equipped

teach writing is not a simple matter for

to

the teacher of English::

there are complex problems facing each who

tries--problems of motivating students , problems of incorporating
the teaching of language skills "Wi.thout destroying rapport, problems
of caring for individual differences in writing, and, of course,
the tremendous problem of handling the vast amount of paper-work inherent in teaching writing.

There is no choice; it must be done ,

regardless of the problerr.s .

Sheridan45 calls it " an ethical respo ns-

ibilitytt that English teachers mus t accept.

The vocational., politi-

cal, and personal needs of the s tudents require their adequate preparation

in

communication through writing.

Stimulating Students _!£. Wri te . --One of the first things that the
teacher of writing must d.O ,
is

to

in

order to have a successful program,

create in the classroom an atmosphere in which sharing per4�ion

Engli sh Journal ,

c.

'Sheridan, ucan we Teach

Vol;

XL,

Our Students
No . 6 1 ( June, 1951) , p . 3 20.

to

write?" ,
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sonal experiences comes natura.11,y.
student

will

feel free

to

In

such an atmosphere, each

share, not o� his experiences , but -

his convictions, his questions , and his prejudices as well, knowing that they

will

be considered respecti'nlly and honestly.

Lou LaBrant has stated six facwra which should lead the
student

to

writing:

l. Evidence that

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

wha.t he thinks important
or worth writing will be accepted as
such, and that 'What he writes will
meet with respect because it is his
own statement
Recognition of the difficulties of writing
Aid in discovery of suitable topics
Ample time '00 write
Teacher and class respoµse to what is written
Revision and rewriting.46
.

Don Wolfe47 calls the " emo tional preparation" the most
vital ingredient of

the

first writing assignment.

To achieve

this emotional preparation, he reads and discusses student models
of themes he has saved from previous years.

These show the stu-

dents that others before them have written openly on subjects close
to

their hearts , and in addition, it demonstrates that the teacher

understands the deeper levels of their thoughts.
Milligan48 lists some positive incentives fo r motivating

Vol.

46tou LaBrant, "Inducing Students to Write,n English
No . 2, (F e bruary, 1955 ) , pp . 7 0-74£ .
.

XLIV,

.

Journal,
.

47non M. Wolfe, 11How To Begin? The First Writing Assignment,,"
English Journa l,, Vol. XI.III , No .$, (May, 1954)_� pp . 244-246.
.
4 8John P . Milligan, DMotivation of Composition," Teachers
Service Bulletin in English, The Macmillan Company, Vol. III, No .J,
(Feb ruary, 1949) , pp . 1-3 .

composition, starting with the obvious--to gain marks , and ending
with the incentive of doing one ' s part

in

a

coI!llOn
O

As other

task.

incentives he cites learning how to do something, gaining approval
.

.

of parent or teacher, gaining approval of the group, and e:xperienc-

ing personal satisfac tion.
Many writing experiences are an outgrowth of cormnents or
questions asked in class .

In

probably a majority of English classes ,

for example, the question, "Why do we have to s tudy grammar ? " is
asked early in the school terni.

Grant Ma.mc49 uses this per

�

question as the basis fo r the first written assignment in his class .
After someone has obligingly asked the key question, he instructs
the s tudents to write . to the most important person they know, ask
ing for the answer to that question.

Not only is e:xperience gained

in letter-writing, but the answers to the question coming from men

and women in all walks of life are often more practical and certainly more convincing than the teacher1 s answer might be .

The motiva

tlim for this unit in writing is the s tudent ' s desire to have his
questions answe.red.
In practically every source of advic e on the mo tivation

problem, we are cautioned to give ample time for discussion, in
order to stimulate the thoughts and recollection of experiences
of our pupils .

Vol.

Berenice Beggs,5° for example,

warn

s that "English

49Grant Mauk, " Today We. Write a Letter ti English Journal,
No.8, ( November, 1954) , pp . 452-454.

XI.III ,

5G_aerenice Beggs, "They Learn to Write by Writing," English
Journal, Vol. XL.IV, No .5, (May, 1955 ) , p.29 2.

teache�s need to employ techniques that liberate thoughts ," before writing is s tarted.

To do this , t:qe teac her must know each

student and what will stimulate him to express himself about
matters of his interest.
Writi.pg About P ersonal C oncerns .--The source of most writing is the
experience of the wri ter.

The urge to share. personal experience s

is co!llIOn
O to . most people.

These facts are invaluable to the English

teacher, for the writing of his s tudents offers him an n aJJ:oo s t ideal
basis for dealing with the habitual structure and usage of the s tu
dent and for relating the se matters to life experienc e .n .51

Students

will more readily desire to increase their skill in use of language
when they are concerned with making their own thoughts and their

own feelings _ clear to others.

The importance of what they are try

ing to wri te . should make them willing to make corrections 1 especi

ally if what they are attempting to communicate is likely to be
misunders tood.
Nothing is of more importance to the normal high school
yollllgster than being llllderstood.
a teacher can do is
s tand themselves.

to

One of the mest important things

unders tand his pupils and help them mid.er-

To aid in the attempt, the teacher mU6 t help th e

student see the importance of his daily living and cre ate in him
the desire to exehiin:ge his experiences with his classmates in such
,,,.

a way that others will l:is ten and tlllderstan.<i:• .
51ucTE, Curriculum Series #3, .2E.•

£!!. ,

p.299.
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As previously mentioned, ample time must
discus sion of experiences before writing

is

be

allowed for

attempted.

This will

not onl.y stimlate student th.inking arid recollection of' his
experience, but

own

will relieve the tension he is under , wondering

If d:iscussion lags, the teacher should

others are as troubled as he .
feel no hesitancy

if'

sharing with the class his own experiences .

in

if the teacher prefers to remain more :impersonal, he

Or,

may read from

literature or student-written pieces , illustrations which are likely

to touch off discussion.
Care ll111S t be taken
interests of the class.

explore the vital concerns and real

to

Martin Blum52 informs us that when a group

has discovered its interests , it is usually quite willing

to write

alx>ut them in a personal and sometimes in a rather creative way.
Too

many times , however , teachers show veey little . imagina

tion o r insight

the topics they selec t for expository writing.

in

As Robert Poole,53 puts it, UThere are theme assignments made which
bear no relationship
the students .n

to

the communicative needs and interests of

How much better it would be

to

let the topics on

which they write be a natural outgrowth of class discussion on
pertinent problems .

This is

no

practicing this technique for

new treatise; teachers have been

maIJY. generations. The sad t:n.ith

52Martin Bium, "Personal Reading and Wri ting, n English
Journal, Vol . XLIV, No .l, ( January, 1955) , p .37 .

5.Jaobert
Vol.

XXXIX ,

No.9,

c.

Pooley, "Where Are We At?" , English Journal,
1950) , p. $01 .

( November,

53
and commentary, though, is that some teachers are still oblivious
to the opportunities for helping their students with their prob)

lems by not using the hwnan experience approach .
Helen Cla.rk54, after reading with the class Whitman' s "I

Hear America Singing" , requests that her s tudents " sing their own
songs .n

She asks them to reveal. what has made them the particular

person they are--what contributions of' nature inspire them to s ing ,
to stand in breathless wonder, or

to

pray.

Sometimes , she admits,

when she is loaded dow. with papers to check, she studie s the

indi-

viduality of' her s tudents by assigning extreme]J" brief' composition s .
She does this by following Dr. Funk ' s example o f choosing words
that exemplify the embodiment of certain qualities .

For one assign-

ment she might ask the students to lis t their conceptions of' the
mos t beautiful words in the English language .
ten mos t dis tasteful words might be listed.

For another, their
"Novel.ty,n she declares,

" is most welc� me to the student.,n55
Martin

BJ.wn56 uses the unfinis hed-story technique

personal. writing.

to

evoke

He claims that s tudents will projec t their own

problems , their own attitudes , and their own feelings in compl.eting
the stories of which he bas read the beginnings .
54Helen MCDonald Clark, "Sugges tions for Themes," English
Journal, Vol. XL, No. 6 , {June, 1951 ) , p.332.
Ibid. , p.333 .
5554lartin Blum, op . cit. , p .37 .
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David Mallery.57 use s a " case-s tudy" approach.
write c as e-studies anonymously which

then discussed by the class .

are

These cases often arise in the s tudent ' s

His s tudents

OWn

experience , so the di s-

cussion is explic itly pertinent.
Rather leng.tby titles to themes is his clas s e s do not deter
the s tudents from s elf-analyzationt

aA

Moment of Special Awareness

of One ' s Self As an Individual," "A Speci al Awarenes s of Ano ther
Personality Interacting on One ' s S elf , n and "The Emerging from Dis illuaionment" are a few of the topics on which his students write.
His accoWlt of the narrowing of s tudent ' s renections into specific
11 moments" is a prime exanple of how a sympathetic, creative teacher
can tap the s ource of s tudents ' problems and their deepest feelings .
Teac hers can often find inspiration for themes that reveal
their s tudents ' fears , needs , ambitions , likes , and dislikes , by
imitating what o ther teachers have found effective .

Doro thy Sonke.5 8

listened to Dr,. C arson McGuire of the University of Texas and then
applied his suggestions -00 her own class .

She had 43 eleventh grade

s tudents , 35 of whom had previously failed the prescribed English
course.

( 1)

Dr. McGu�re suggested in his lecture that the five topics

Three Times Happy,

( 2 ) Three Times S ad, (3) Three T ime s Afrai� ,

( 4 ) Three Time s Angry, and ( 5 ) Three T ine s Ashamed might mo tivate
57navid Malleley', 11Releas e t A Human Rela.tions Approach to
writing, " English Journal, Vol.XXXIX , D? . 81 ( October , 1950) , pp.42 9-435 .
5 8norothy E . Sonke, " Growth Experience in Theme-writing, "
English Journa�, Vol. XI.II , No .5 , {May, 1953 ) , pp. 246-250 .
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reticent s tudents into writing about thems elves .

Miss Sonke 1 s stu-

dents were not only eager to write on these topics , but their skill
needs , as revealed by this writing unit, were studie d and improved
upon .

Ne.edle ss to s ay, the teacher

intimate glimpses

:into

arme d

as she was with fifteen

each of her student 1 s life , was better equip-

ped to help them as individuals .
The guidance-minded teacher of English will be cons tantly
aware of his s tudents as individuals.

If their writing tends to

be superficial, through personal conference he may be able to help
the s tudent face and describe a dilemma of deeper

meaning.

If

their writing tends to fantasy, the teacher must search for the
reason why the s tudent would rather write of unreal things .

Eliza

beth Ros e59 warns , "Too frequent excursions into the unreal become danger s ignals to the wis e teacher. "

We may be able to dir-

ect such s tudents into more rewarding subj ects--subjecta that will
help

him in self-unders tanding and self-realization.
To be a go od teacher of composition, a person mus t keep him-

self shockproof to each student ' s revelations , helping him to feel
that he is f ree .to write the truth, however painful it mi ght be .

If a teacher can get h:iJn to describe one of his problems fully and
intently, he may very well see for himself the necessary solution.

59Elizabeth �os e , " Let Them Write What They Know," English
Journal, V ol. XLI, No . 9 , ( November, 1952 ) , p .496 .
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The' autobiography has been recognized
chers to gain informa. tion about their pupils .

as

a means for tea-

The teacher of Eng-

lish would hardl�>dare dispute the value of the au to biography in
this respect.

It is possible , however, to help the s tudent to a

greater degree than ' has been done by making the autob,iography

more

than a chronological account of one ' s life from the day he was
born.

Such fac tual information can be obtained on

asking specific questions .

reghlar

forms

Rarely does this type of autobiograpfzy'

call forth much individuality or give any insight to the teacher0
By limiting the autobiograi:hY to a narrower time span and

to a few vivid moments or experiences , the teacher may provoke a
usable response from strong and weak s tudents alike .

If the topics

selected are to be helpful, they mus t provoke s oul-searching on
the s tudent1 s part; then they will be not only helpful to the s tudent, but will also be rewarding to the teacher who tries to unders tand him.
The problem of motivating the s tudent to this soul-searching
self-appraisal is

an

important one .

Wolfe60 suggests that we use

sketches saved from previous cla sses to show that another boy or girl
like himself has been able to write about a deep fear, a family problem, or

an

intense love like his own.

60non M. Wolfe, "Fruitful. Long P aper: · The Autobiography,,"
English Journal, Vol. XLV, No . l , ( January, 1956) , pp. 7-12f.
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There would probably be more problems elicited from autobiographies

if

the teacher were to struc ture them.

However,

a study by Danielson and Rothney,61 it was found that

in

in

the area

of "Family Relationahips11 a significant}¥ greater number of problems came from unstructured autobiographies.

This would seem to

indicate that where there is a problem area of concern in which
the student feels involved, he is quite capable of stating his
problems without structuring from the teacher .

61Paul J. Danielson and J .W.M. Rothney, "The S tudent Auto
biography:· Structured or Unstructured? " , Personnel and GUidance
Journal, Vol . XXXIII , No . l, ( September, 1954) , pp .3o::J3 .

SUMMARY

Individual difference s are often discuss ed in regard
to the students in the clas ses we teach.

There are, however ,

a large number of individual differences . in the teachers of
those classes .

To account for the wide variations in the Eng.:.

lish teacher 1 s contributions to the guidance program

in

our school s ,

the differences in personal qualifications a nd professional pre
paration of these teachers might be cited.

There are differences

in the o rganization of schools that make it po ss ible tor some
teachers to do more effective personnel work than others
other systems .

in

There are differenc es, to o , in opinians as

to

what consti tutes the teacher • s role in the guidance pro gram of
the school.
Nevertheless , there are few people who �uld argue that
there is anyone in a more strategic position for dealing with the
development of s tudents than teachers in general.

Few would net

agree that the teacher performs important personnel work on what
might be called a

"laY"

level and that experts are needed to deal

with complex, deep- seated, pathological maladjustment.

Few would

question that there is any area in the high s chool curriculum that

58

59
that provides a greater opportunity for the development of healthy
personalities than the field of the language arts.

In their broad

perspective , l anguage and literature are " broad avenues that lead

to unders tanding of one ' s s elf and his fellows .n 62
The English teacher has a particularly advantageous positi.on in the personnel program because
man

he

works in

an

area which

has used since he began to write to e:xpress his joys, his fears,

. his hope s , and his frustrations .

The significance of the material

he uses goes beyond the elements of our language; a poem is more
than words to be memorized or analyzed.

The English teacher must

realize that he is in a position to transform literature from a
stagnant recital of unrelated facts into an opportunity for his
s tudents to learn

how

others have solved the very problems bes et-

ting them.
Nothing more salutary could happen to a school than that
its teachers should acquire a persennel point of view.

T eachers

would then see children as individuals rather than as a blurred
group .

.d�.

They would want to know why these children behave as they

Once aware of a child' s po tentialities, they would remove

every obstacle

in

their realization.

order to provide the condi tions he needs for
Once aware of

the

n:eeds of his students , the

teacher would d emand the materials ,, the curricular flexibility,
62p aul Farmer,, "Our Greates t Ass et,,11 Englis h Journal,,
Vol. XL, No . 2 , (Febniary, 1951) , p . 102 .

6o
the expert services required to meet these needs .

The Erlglish tea-

cher,, through the unit method of ins truction in literature and the
personalized writing program, can discover before arzy- other person
what these needs are and what these potenti alities are.
says , " No one will then have to s ay

t

As Strang63

there is no time for guidance , '

because this aspect of education will be considered the teacher' s
most important task."
It is imperative that the teacher of English possess both
human sympathy and knowledge of child behavior in o rder to establish
a classroom atmosphere that will not destroy a child ' s self'-confiden:: e ,
cause him to lose s tatus with his peer group ,, o r in any way bring
about. maladj ustment.

Everything that has been said about the tea

cher ' s contribution to the guidance program presupposes a teacher
qualified by personality for the task.

If the teacher does not have

this ability,, let us hope that he might either develop it or find
another outlet for his desire to be humanitarian.

Every s tudent

in our schools deserve s the chance to blossom out into his fullness .
We nmst pro vide him that opportunity.

63R.uth s·· trang . ,;.,.•
on _.
ci·t ,, p • 267 •
..
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